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About This Game

Space Toads Mayhem is an arcade-style, topdown shooter paying homage to classics from the 1980s - some say it tastes like
arcade-flavoured ice cream with laser blast sprinkles :)

It's a challenging, reflex-based game, rewarding a player who enjoys fast-paced action and can utilise enemy behaviour to his /
her advantage.
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Dodge 'em up style gameplay: constant, skillful player movement is required in order to survive at later stages.
Anticipation and skill are key as the player's spaceship is often not fast enough to twitch out of trouble at the very last
moment.

Enemies with a bit of personality: simple emotional states are implemented which affect how enemies behave. For
example, each of the enemies chooses to attack the player at a different point in time since being spawned.

Epic Powerups: Mega Death Sun and Vicious Red Hole are among those making easy work of the incoming hordes.

Chance for a good drop mechanic: as the player progresses through the level and the difficulty increases, good
powerups are harder to find and nasty traps start to appear.

Arcade-style, challenging action: Due to a degree of unpredictability in enemy behaviour and randomised gameplay
elements, it is not possible to truly learn any levels by heart - therefore the player needs to stay focused all the way
through every single time.
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Title: Space Toads Mayhem
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
LimeVibe Games
Publisher:
LimeVibe Games
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018
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Video of gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/oqmvzWVWY8g

This game is a great concept for VR. You are legless, sitting on the ground from your waist up. You can climb, crawl, & fling
yourself anywhere you want on the map, even up trees! There are powerup cards that rest on your forearm and you throw them
to use them. This ranges from magic wirdwinds to rocket launchers on your shoulders. You have a regular laser gun at your hip
to use as well. Hopefully more people pick up this game because I could only find one lobby with one person in it. I think bots is
a must for this game, otherwise there won't be a big enough players right now.

Pros: Awesome concept
Movement is smooth and managable
Lots of powerup types

Cons: Everything is blurry\/grainy at distance. Anything more than 4 feet in front of you.
This is multiplayer only, no bots. Without a playerbase this game will not last.
. Good game..Had lots of potential..Trash devs tho. This game has been an absolute blast! I see moba style games coming in the
near future thanks to ideas that this game has implemented to semi-similar games of the overall same genre. Wave based, tower
defense, upgradable weaponry, decent teleport system, and downright pretty.
Oh yeah, did I mention it's hard?
(She told me so, but I had already been aware)

I've been enjoying trying to figure out the best way to spend my loot in order to die in the most lengthy possible way. I've gotten
to the centaur-type boss on level 6 once.

I hope very much that this game gets a multiplayer mode with co-op and head to head, I want the bowstring to be closer to my
body... maybe further away from the bow-hand controller is a better way to put it. I feel like I'm constantly trying to destroy
endless waves of demons and constantly being trolled by an invisible, and slightly imaginary, bowstring. That bowstring is rude.
There is a bit of blur at a distance but for the most part I get it. I really think that this is due to our machines not setup correctly
within control panel and the likes. I've fiddled with more settings and steamvr resets than I'd like to remember. I am confused
why fps can say it's hanging out at a balmy 60ish on ultra settings yet it doesn't appear to be the case. Maybe, this is merely it's
interpretation of repro+fps or something else above my head (I'd put money down on the latter).

TLDR; thanks guys! It's been super fun so far and I cant wait to see where this takes you guys. Fellow Vive owners, buy this
game, give valuable info about said game so we can further these sorts of projects, get ready to grab life by your ankles because
this is a very fun but challenging game that will not hold your hand or call you back.. Great Game!!!!!. its just drumkit
simulator. well, its cheap, not bad.
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Game was good, now bad. Sad tbh, it happened.. Only have an hour into this game but I gotta say it really is cool. The devs
really put some time into this game and has been enjoyable so far. Worth the 5$ for sure.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dIJIqj_KKdE. I would call this an Action Puzzle Shoot Em Up. I like the different rythms
present on the game.. Finally finished this frustrating game. The story was intriguing but the slow walking and puzzles that
FORCED YOU TO PICK UP EVERYTHING IN A VERY SPECIFIC ORDER is not fun. Don't waste your money and time
on this game. I regret buying it.. meh it's ok
i would'nt recomend it to my friends
its ok
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